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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention relates to enabling traf?c engineering in 
frame-based networks such as Ethernet networks. There is 
described a method of and connection controller for estab 
lishing connections (76, 77) in a frame-based communica 
tions network comprising nodes (71-75 and 78) such as 
Ethernet switches. The connections are established by con 
?guring, in various of the nodes, mappings for forwarding 
data frames, such as Ethernet frames. The mappings are 
from a combination of a) a destination address correspond 
ing to a destination node (73) of the connection and b) an 
identi?er, such as a VLAN tag. The mappings are to selected 
output ports of the various nodes. By using the combination 
of destination address AND identi?er, the mappings enable 
data frames belonging to different connections (76, 77) to be 
forwarded differentially (ie forwarded on different output 
ports) at a node (75) despite the different connections having 
the same destination node. This enables ?exibility in routing 
connections—ie the ability to perform traf?c engineering. 
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TRAFFIC ENGINEERING IN FRAME-BASED 
CARRIER NETWORKS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to methods of, soft 
Ware for and apparatus for enabling traffic engineering in 
carrier netWorks. 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

[0002] For many years noW, telecommunications carriers 
have been deploying packet-sWitched netWorks in place of 
circuit-sWitched netWorks for reasons of ef?ciency and 
economy. Packet-sWitched netWorks such as Internet Proto 
col (IP) or Ethernet netWorks are intrinsically connectionless 
in nature and as a result suffer from Quality of Service (QoS) 
problems. Customers value services Which are guaranteed in 
terms of bandWidth and QoS. 

[0003] Carriers may use Multi-Protocol Label SWitching 
(MPLS) over a layer 2 netWork to create connection-ori 
ented label sWitched paths (or tunnels) across the intrinsi 
cally connectionless netWork, and thereby to provide guar 
anteed QoS and bandWidth services to customers. HoWever, 
MPLS is a relatively unstable standard and carriers desire an 
alternative. 

[0004] It is desired to use Ethernet sWitches in carrier’s 
netWorks. Use of Ethernet sWitches in carrier’s netWorks 
Would have the advantages of interoperability (mappings 
betWeen Ethernet and other frame/packet/cell data structures 
such as IP and ATM are Well known) and economy (Ethernet 
sWitches are relatively inexpensive compared to IP routers, 
for example). 

[0005] HoWever, the behaviour of conventional sWitched 
Ethernet netWorks is incompatible With carriers’ require 
ments for providing guaranteed services to customers. Car 
riers need netWorks to be meshed for load balancing and 
resiliency—ie there must be multiple paths across it—and 
the ability to perform traf?c engineering—ie the ability of 
the netWork operator to control the provision of explicitly 
routed variable bandWidth connections (or tunnels) through 
Which traf?c may be directed. 

[0006] In contrast, conventional Ethernet netWorks must 
be simply-connected—ie there must be one and only one 
path betWeen each and every node of the netWork. As a 
consequence, conventional Ethernet netWorks do not have 
support for netWork-Wide load balancing, suffer from resil 
iency problems and cannot support traf?c engineering. 

[0007] Spanning tree protocols are knoWn Which enable a 
physically meshed Ethernet netWork to be logically trans 
formed into a simply-connected netWork by detecting physi 
cal loops and logically disabling connections to break up the 
loops. Spanning tree protocols are also knoWn Which are 
able to detect failure of a physical connection (thereby 
partitioning the fully-connected network) and automatically 
restore one or more previously-disabled physical connec 
tions so as to re-connect the netWork. This provides a degree 
of resiliency. HoWever, carriers are capable of and so desire 
to plan their netWork traf?c routes to achieve much higher 
resiliency, ?exibility and ef?ciency than spanning tree can 
achieve. This routing can most easily be achieved by seg 
regating the traf?c into connections Whose routes are deter 
mined as part of this planning process. 
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[0008] Virtual Bridged LAN s (or VLAN s) are described in 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
standard 802.1Q, 2003 Edition. FIG. 1 shoWs a conven 
tional VLAN 10 split up into a plurality of component LAN s 
12 and connected via VLAN-aWare Media Access Control 
(MAC) bridges 14. Component LANs 12 are typically 
provided for different communities of interest, such as users 
sharing a common server or having common netWork pro 
tocol requirements. Unique identi?ers (VLAN tags or 
VLAN IDs) are used to identify each component LAN. 
Broadcast traf?c is broadcast only Within component LAN s. 
This helps to overcome the scalability issues of the Ethernet 
by separating the Whole VLAN 10 into smaller broadcast 
domains. VLAN tags are used to distinguish betWeen traf?c 
for different component LANs When forWarding traffic on 
shared links betWeen MAC bridges. 

[0009] The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has 
published an Internet Draft referred to as draft-kaWakami 
mpls-lsp-vlan-00:txt. This document describes the use of 
VLAN tags for label sWitching across Ethernet netWorks in 
a manner similar to use of MPLS labels for label sWitching 
over MPLS netWorks—VLAN tags are used as labels to 
mark traffic at an ingress point of a label sWitched path 
(LSP) as belonging to a Layer 2 tunnel, and VLAN-aWare 
Ethernet sWitches in the netWork act as a VLAN label 
sWitched routers. Connections are formed using one or more 
LSPs. Intermediate nodes along the connection may option 
ally sWap the inbound label to a different outbound label. 

[0010] One problem With the method proposed in draft 
kaWakami-mpls-lsp-vlan-00.txt is that a maximum of 4094 
unique VLAN tags are de?nable in 802.1Q compliant equip 
ment. This limits the ?exibility in and increases the com 
plexity of provisioning connections across the netWork. 
Another problem is that connections may not easily be 
re-routed once provisioned Without creating transitory loops. 

[0011] Another problem is that the Frame Check Sequence 
(FCS) in Ethernet frames is computed over both the payload 
and header portions of the frame. Thus, With the method 
proposed in draft-kaWakami-mpls-lsp-vlan-00.txt, every 
time a VLAN tag (ie a label) is sWapped at the ingress or 
egress point of a LSP, the PCS needs to be recomputed since 
the VLAN tag Will have changed. This requires performing 
a computation function over the entire Ethernet frame. 
Moreover, during the interval from When the original FCS is 
removed and the neW FCS added, the frame is vulnerable to 
corruption Without the protection of any FCS. 

[0012] Another problem With the ‘label-sWapping’ 
approach proposed in draft-kaWakami-mpls-lsp-vlan-00.txt 
is that it requires a “chain of correctness” in that forWarding 
relies on each local label-forWarded link on the LSP being 
correct, Whereas conventional Ethernet Which uses globally 
unique address information to perform forWarding. More 
importantly, from a practical perspective, ‘label-sWapping’ 
behaviour represents a signi?cant change from conventional 
Ethernet sWitch functionality, and current telecommunica 
tions standards. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0013] The present invention relates to enabling traf?c 
engineering in frame-based netWorks such as Ethernet net 
Works. The term traf?c engineering is used broadly in the 
present document to refer to functions for maintaining the 
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quality of service of the customers’ connections While 
permitting the oWner to operate their netWork ef?ciently. 
Examples of this are ensuring that no link is over-loaded, 
load-balancing the connections evenly across the network, 
re-equaliZing the load on the netWork by re-routing some 
existing connections, establishing protection mechanisms, 
performing traffic restoration actions, and so on. 

[0014] According to the present invention, connections are 
established in the carrier netWork by con?guring, in one or 
more netWork nodes, mappings for forWarding data frames 
such as Ethernet frames. The mappings are from a combi 
nation of a) a destination address corresponding to a desti 
nation node of a connection, such as a MAC address, and b) 
an identi?er, such as a VLAN tag. The mappings are to 
selected output ports of the one or more nodes. By using the 
combination of destination address AND identi?er, the map 
pings enable data frames belonging to different connections 
to be forWarded differentially (ie forWarded on different 
output ports) despite the different connections potentially 
having the same destination node. This enables ?exibility in 
routing connections—eg the ability to perform traf?c engi 
neering. The reader should note that the term address is used 
in this document to denote any means of identifying a 
netWork node or an ingress or egress interface of a netWork 
node. 

[0015] According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a method of establishing connections in a 
frame-based netWork, the method comprising the step of 
con?guring, in one or more nodes of the netWork, ?rst 
mappings for use in forWarding data frames, the ?rst map 
pings being from a combination of a ?rst destination address 
corresponding to a ?rst destination node of the netWork, and 
a ?rst identi?er, the ?rst mappings being to a selected output 
port of, or to respective selected output ports of each of, the 
one or more nodes, thereby establishing at least part of a ?rst 
connection through the one or more nodes to the ?rst 
destination node. 

[0016] Advantageously, the present invention enables 
connections to be established in a frame-based netWork in a 
highly ?exible manner enabling netWork-Wide traf?c engi 
neering. Furthermore, the speci?c problems inherent in the 
method proposed in draft-kaWakami-mpls-lsp-vlan-00.txt 
(processing overhead and vulnerability of frames to corrup 
tion) are overcome since no label sWapping is performed. 

[0017] In one embodiment, the method of the present 
invention includes con?guring, in at least one of the nodes, 
a second mapping for use in forWarding data frames, the 
second mapping being from a combination of: a second 
destination address corresponding to a second destination 
node of the netWork, and a second identi?er, the second 
mapping being to a selected output port of the at least one 
node, thereby establishing at least part of a second connec 
tion through the at least one node to the second destination 
node, the selected output ports of the at least one node being 
different for the ?rst and second mappings, thereby enabling, 
at the at least one node, differential forWarding of data 
frames associated With the ?rst and second connections. 

[0018] Thus, advantageously, tWo connections may be 
established Which converge in route at an intermediate node 
and then diverge again, for example. 

[0019] In one embodiment, the ?rst and second destination 
addresses and the ?rst and second destination nodes are the 
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same. Thus, for example, tWo connections may be estab 
lished Which converge at an intermediate node and then 
diverge, despite having the same destination node. This 
enables greater ?exibility in setting up connections. 

[0020] In one embodiment, the ?rst and second identi?ers 
are the same. Thus, for example, tWo connections may be 
established Which converge at an intermediate node and then 
diverge, despite using the same identi?er. Thus, limitations 
on the number of values identi?ers can take do not signi? 
cantly reduce ?exibility in traf?c engineering. 

[0021] Preferably, the netWork is an Ethernet netWork and 
the one or more nodes are Ethernet sWitches. Preferably, the 
identi?er is a VLAN tag. Advantageously, this enables traf?c 
engineered carrier netWorks to be deployed using conven 
tional and relatively inexpensive VLAN-aware Ethernet 
sWitches, albeit con?gured in an entirely novel and inventive 
manner. 

[0022] In one embodiment, the con?guration is performed 
by a control plane of the netWork. Thus, carriers have direct 
control over the establishment of traffic engineering con 
nections in the netWork. Preferably, the control plane is 
ASON/ASTN. 

[0023] A frame-based communications netWork compris 
ing one or more nodes arranged to perform the method of the 
?rst aspect of the present invention set out above is also 
provided. 
[0024] Software arranged to perform the method of the 
?rst aspect of the present invention set out above is also 
provided. 
[0025] According to a second aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a connection controller for establish 
ing connections in a frame-based netWork, the connection 
controller comprising: a signal generator capable of gener 
ating a ?rst signal for con?guring, in a transport node of the 
netWork, a ?rst mapping for use in forWarding data frames, 
the ?rst mapping being from a combination of: a ?rst 
destination address corresponding to a ?rst destination node 
of the netWork, and a ?rst identi?er, the ?rst mapping being 
to a selected output port of the transport node, the ?rst signal 
thereby establishing at least part of a ?rst connection 
through the transport node to the ?rst destination node. 

[0026] According to a third aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a method of establishing a connection 
in a frame-based netWork, the method comprising the steps 
of: con?guring forWarding information in a plurality of 
nodes of the netWork the forWarding information enabling 
the nodes to forWard data frames in dependence on a 
combination of a destination address and an identi?er of the 
data frames. 

[0027] According to a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a method of data traf?c engineering in 
a frame-based netWork, the method comprising the folloW 
ing steps: establishing a ?rst and second connections in the 
netWork passing through a common sWitching node of the 
netWork, con?guring the sWitching node to forWard data 
frames differently in dependence on differences in either a 
destination address or an identi?er of the data frames, 
thereby enabling data traf?c engineering. 

[0028] According to a ?fth aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a method of establishing connections in a 
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frame-based network, the method comprising the step of: 
con?guring, in each of a ?rst plurality of nodes of the 
network, a ?rst forwarding mapping from a ?rst combina 
tion of a destination address and an identi?er to a selected 
output port of a respective node of the ?rst plurality of 
nodes. 

[0029] According to a sixth aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a connection controller for establish 
ing connections in a frame-based network, the connection 
controller being arranged to con?gure a ?rst forwarding 
mapping in a transport node, the ?rst mapping being from a 
?rst combination of a destination address and an identi?er to 
a ?rst output port of the transport node. 

[0030] According to a seventh aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a method of forwarding data frames 
in a frame-based network, the method comprising the steps 
of: establishing a ?rst connection in the network, the ?rst 
connection being associated with a ?rst combination of a 
destination address and an identi?er, and forwarding data 
frames in the network in dependence on a combination of a 
destination address and an identi?er of the data frames. 

[0031] Further aspects of the present invention are set out 
in the appended claims. Further advantages of the present 
invention will be apparent from the following description. 

[0032] In order to show how the invention may be carried 
into effect, embodiments of the invention are now described 
below by way of example only and with reference to the 
accompanying ?gures in which: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0033] FIG. 1 shows a conventional Virtual Bridged 
LAN; 

[0034] FIG. 2 shows an arrangement of Ethernet switches 
forming a carrier network according to the present inven 
tion; 

[0035] FIG. 3 shows a control plane/transport plane archi 
tecture for controlling the Ethernet carrier network of FIG. 
1 according to the present invention; 

[0036] FIG. 4 shows the carrier Ethernet network of FIG. 
1 arranged to provide connectivity between customer sites 
according to the present invention; 

[0037] FIG. 5 shows how nodes of the control plane 
interact with Ethernet switches of the transport plane to 
establish a connection across carrier network according to 
the present invention; 

[0038] FIG. 6 is a How diagram showing the use of VLAN 
tag and destination address to differentiate forwarding of 
data traf?c in different connections across the carrier net 
work, according to the present invention; 

[0039] FIG. 7 shows an example of differential forward 
ing for two traf?c ?ows having the same source and desti 
nation provider edge nodes but different VLAN tags accord 
ing to the present invention; 

[0040] FIG. 8 shows an example of differential forward 
ing for two traf?c ?ows having the same source provider 
edge nodes and VLAN tags but different destination pro 
vider edge nodes according to the present invention; 
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[0041] FIG. 9 shows an example of converged routing for 
two traf?c ?ows having the same destination provider edge 
node and VLAN tags but different source provider edge 
node according to the present invention; 

[0042] FIG. 10 shows a sparse mode of broadcast opera 
tion for customer VPNs provisioned across a carrier net 
work, according to the present invention. 

[0043] FIG. 11 shows a dense mode of broadcast opera 
tion for customer VPNs provisioned across a carrier net 
work, according to the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

[0044] Embodiments of the present invention are 
described below by way of example only. These examples 
represent the best ways of putting the invention into practice 
that are currently known to the Applicant although they are 
not the only ways in which this could be achieved. 

[0045] To support guaranteed QoS to customers, what is 
required is: 

[0046] 1) an at least partially meshed carrier network; 

[0047] 2) the ability to establish explicitly routed 
connections across the carrier network between any 
two edge nodes (traf?c engineering); and 

[0048] 3) the ability to enforce any bandwidth restric 
tions applied to the connections. 

[0049] The present invention is primarily concerned with 
enabling requirements 1) and 2) above in frame-based 
networks such as Ethernet networks. Requirement 3) may be 
achieved using conventional mechanisms such as admission 
control at the ingress nodes of connections (trusted-edge 
policing). 
[0050] FIG. 2 shows an arrangement of Ethernet switches 
and communications links forming a carrier network accord 
ing to the present invention. Carrier network cloud 20 
comprises Ethernet switches 22a, 22b, 24a, 24b, 26 and 28. 
Ethernet switches 22a, 22b and 26 are located at the edges 
of carrier network 20, whereas Ethernet switches 24a, 24b, 
and 28 are located in the core network. Communications 
links (shown as straight lines in FIG. 2) are provided 
between Ethernet switches 22a, 22b, 24a, 24b, 26 and 28. 
These communications links may be relatively long distance 
links over optical equipment such as SONET/SDH equip 
ment with Ethernet interfaces using Generic Framing Pro 
cedure (GFP) (ITU-T Recommendation G.7041/NY.1303). 
[0051] Note that core network switches 24a, 24b, and 28 
are fully-meshed—ie there is a direct communications link 
connecting each core network switch 24a, 24b, and 28 to 
each other. Edge network switches 22a, 22b and 26 are not 
fully-meshed but have at least one direct communication 
link to communications link to a core network switch 26. 
The reader will appreciate that the particular network 
arrangement described is exemplary. In general, carrier 
networks may be implemented with virtually any number of 
Ethernet switches which, according to the present invention, 
may be connected in a fully-meshed or partially-meshed 
manner. 

[0052] FIG. 4 shows how a carrier Ethernet network may 
provide connectivity between customer sites according to 
the present invention. Three customers having respective 
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pairs of geographically distant Ethernet switches (40a and 
40b, 42a and 42b, and 44a and 44b) are shown connected to 
carrier network 20 via edge Ethernet switches 22a and 22b 
respectively. The communications links between edge 
switches 22a and 22b and customer switches 40a, 40b, 42a, 
42b, 44a, and 44b may be dedicated links such as T1 leased 
lines or access links such as digital Subscriber Lines (DSLs). 

[0053] Carrier edge switches 22a, 22b and 26 may be 
logically separated according to Nortel Network’s Logical 
Provider Edge (LPE) architecture. Each carrier edge switch 
may thus be logically separated into a single Provider Edge 
(PE-) Core and one or more PE-Edge functions. The PE 
Edge is the ingress/egress point at which customer traf?c 
enters or leaves the provider network—ie carrier network 
20. The PE-Core encapsulates incoming Ethernet traf?c 
from the customer using Media Access Control (MAC) in 
MAC encapsulation and forwards the encapsulated traf?c 
across the carrier network. Similarly the PE-Core decapsu 
lates (strips) outgoing Ethernet traf?c and forwards the 
stripped traf?c on to the customer via the appropriate PE 
Edge. VLAN tags are used to provide customer separation at 
the PE-Core with each different customer site connected to 
each edge switch having a unique VLAN tag. Stacked 
VLAN (ie VLAN in VLAN encapsulation) may be used to 
protect any VLAN tags used by the customer traf?c. 

[0054] For example, customer switch 42a may send Eth 
ernet traf?c over communications link 46a to PE-Edge of 
edge switch 22a. PE-Core of edge switch 22a encapsulates 
each Ethernet frame in a further Ethernet frame using the 
MAC address of edge switch 22a as the source address and 
the MAC address of the appropriate egress point—in this 
case edge switch 22b—as the destination address. The 
encapsulated traf?c is forwarded across a connection estab 
lished over communications links 48 of carrier network 20 
to edge switch 22b. Note that connections will typically be 
trunked in the sense that traf?c from multiple customers will 
be routed through the same connection. At the PE-Core of 
edge switch 22b, the original frames are stripped out and 
sent over communications link 46b via PE-Edge of edge 
switch 22b to customer switch 42b. 

[0055] The reader will appreciate that in alternative 
embodiments of the present invention the PE-Edge may also 
be physically separated from the PE-Core and may reside at 
customer premises whereas the PE-Core resides at a central 
of?ce or Point of Presence (PoP) of the carrier. The reader 
will also appreciate that other edge switches 26 will have 
connections to customer sites and that customers may have 
be provided with connectivity between two or more geo 
graphically distant sites over carrier network 20. 

[0056] It will now be described how carrier network 20 is 
arranged to establish connections through which to forward 
encapsulated Ethernet traf?c. A connection may be de?ned 
as an entity con?gured in a network which provides trans 
port of data from a source node to one or more sink nodes. 

[0057] As described above, carrier network 20 must be at 
least partially-meshed—ie there must be multiple paths 
between at least some, and preferably all, nodes of the 
network. Thus, as will be eXplained below, Ethernet MAC 
address auto learning functionality should preferably be at 
least partially deactivated. 

[0058] On start-up (or on re-start), conventional switched 
Ethernet networks behave like a “classic” Ethernet Local 
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Area Networks (LANs) in that every Ethernet frame is 
broadcast across the entire network. Thus, every switch, 
receiving an Ethernet frame on one port, broadcasts the 
frame out on every other port. The process repeats as the 
frame is received by other switches thus broadcasting the 
frame across the entire network. 

[0059] MAC address auto-learning functionality is pro 
vided to improve ef?ciency in switched Ethernet networks. 
Ethernet frames have source and destination MAC addresses 
corresponding to their source and destination Ethernet 
switches. When an Ethernet frame sent out by a source 
switch is received by an intermediate or destination Ethernet 
switch, the receiving-switch observes the port on which the 
frame was received and the source address of the frame. It 
then builds up a forwarding table for use in future frame 
switching. The forwarding table maps destination address to 
output port and is built up using the source address of a 
received frame and the input port on which it was received. 
Over time, the network builds up forwarding state enabling 
ef?cient switching of Ethernet frames. 

[0060] It can thus be seen that conventional switched 
Ethernet networks using auto-learning must be simply 
connected—ie there must be one and only one path between 
each and every node of the network. If there were multiple 
paths between any two nodes, the input port on which a 
frame is received from a source node would not be a reliable 
indicator of the correct output port to forward future traf?c 
destined for that node. Inconsistencies in forwarding tables 
on Ethernet switches would result in looping of frames. 
Moreover, if there eXists any loop in an part of the network 
then any broadcast packet will be continuously duplicated in 
that loop and the duplicates forwarded all over the whole 
network, limited only by the link capacities concerned. This 
inevitably results in catastrophic failure of the network. 

[0061] According to the present invention, instead of 
using auto learning to con?gure forwarding tables in Eth 
ernet switches, forwarding tables are directly con?gured 
using a novel Ethernet control plane. FIG. 3 shows a control 
plane/transport plane architecture for controlling the Ether 
net carrier network of FIG. 1. The ITU-T Automatically 
Switched Transport Network (ASTN), sometimes known as 
the Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON), may 
be used. The general architectural speci?cation of the ASTN 
is set out in ITU-T Recommendation G.8080. 

[0062] Control plane 30 comprises a number of connec 
tion controllers 32a, 32b, 34a, 34b, 36 and 38 corresponding 
to each of Ethernet switches 22a, 22b, 24a, 24b, 26 and 28 
of carrier network 20 (not all connection controllers are 
labelled in FIG. 3, for clarity). Control Plane 30 may be 
conceptually thought of as lying ‘above’ transport plane 32 
which comprises the Ethernet switches 22a, 22b, 24a, 24b, 
26 and 28 of carrier network 20. Connection controllers 
(CCs) 34 are logical agents each corresponding to a respec 
tive Ethernet switch (which represent cross connects in 
ASTN terminology) in transport plane 32. Each CC controls 
the switching of its respective switch using Connection 
Control Interface (CCI) signalling (shown as dofted lines in 
FIG. 3). CCI signalling is used to directly con?gure the 
forwarding tables used by Ethernet switches 22a, 22b, 24a, 
24b, 26 and 28 of carrier network 20. CCs may communicate 
between themselves using Network to Network Interface 
(NNI). Typically, CCs will eXchange information regarding 
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their operational state and the state, in particular the capac 
ity, of their communications links using NNI signalling. 
Other control plane functions such as heartbeat, ping and 
circuit monitoring may be provided using the ITU-T stan 
dard-in-preparation currently referred to as Y.17ethOAM. 

[0063] While CCs 32a, 32b, 34a, 34b, 36 and 38 are 
logically separate from Ethernet sWitches 22a, 22b, 24a, 
24b, 26 and 28, the reader Will understand that they may be 
implemented in the same physical nodes. Furthermore, NNI 
signalling may take place over the same communications 
links used for transporting user traf?c. 

[0064] FIG. 5 shoWs hoW control plane 30 interacts With 
transport plane 32 to establish a point-to-point connection 
across carrier netWork 20. Typically, the connection Will be 
bi-directional, although this can simply be considered as the 
combination of tWo unidirectional point to point connec 
tions. A request to establish a connection specifying a 
required bandWidth and an explicit route across carrier 
netWork 20 is generated for example by a supervisory 
netWork management node (not shoWn) or distributed net 
Work management or function. The explicit route Will have 
been determined in accordance With a conventional routing 
protocol taking into account the topology of the carrier 
netWork, the operational state of netWork resources and the 
bandWidth requirements of existing and possible future 
connections. The route to be taken by the exemplary con 
nection shoWn in FIG. 5 spans Ethernet sWitches 22a, 24a, 
24b and 22b over communications links 48. 

[0065] The request to establish a connection is ?rst sent to 
CC 32a. On receipt, of the request, CC 32a checks Whether 
the communications link betWeen sWitches 22a and 24a has 
sufficient capacity to support the required bandWidth. If so, 
it forWards a connection setup request message 50 to CC 34a 
specifying the required bandWidth and explicit route. CC 
34a then checks Whether the communications link betWeen 
sWitches 24a and 24b has suf?cient capacity to support the 
required bandWidth. The process continues until the con 
nection setup message request 50 reaches CC 32b. Along the 
route, CCs may optionally reserve bandWidth of their 
respective sWitches and communication links so as to avoid 
race conditions Where competing connections are setup over 
the same resources. 

[0066] When connection setup request message 50 
reaches CC 32b, if there is suf?cient bandWidth along the 
entire path to support the required connection, then CC 32b 
sends a connection setup response message 52 back to CC 
34b, CC 34a and ?nally to CC 32a. As the connection setup 
response message 52 traverses the CCs, each CC sends CCI 
signalling 54 to its respective sWitch to con?gure the for 
Warding tables of each sWitch, thereby to establish the 
forWarding state required to setup the connection. 

[0067] It Will be appreciated that the mechanism for 
establishing connections across carrier netWork 20 described 
above is merely exemplary and other Well-knoWn mecha 
nisms may be used. 

[0068] HoW forWarding tables of the Ethernet sWitches of 
carrier netWork 20 are used to support connections is a key 
aspect of the present invention and Will noW be described in 
detail. 

[0069] Typically, there Will be many thousands or tens of 
thousands of connections established across a carrier net 
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Work at any time. These connections Will share the physical 
resources of the carrier netWork—ie the sWitches and com 
munications links. Thus, each sWitch Will typically have a 
large number of connections established through it at any 
point in time. HoWever, each sWitch must be able to forWard 
data traf?c according to the explicit route requirements of 
the speci?c connection through Which that traf?c is being 
sent. A likely scenario is that the carrier netWork Will need 
to establish multiple connections from the same source 
nodes, multiple connections to the same destination nodes 
and multiple connections both from the same source nodes 
and to the same destination nodes. HoWever, for traf?c 
engineering, even the latter connections may need to be 
established through different routes across the netWork. 
Furthermore, these routes may need to converge and diverge 
again Within the carrier netWork. To support such route 
?exibility in connections, What is required is that each 
sWitch be able to differentiate betWeen data traf?c travelling 
in different connections and forWard accordingly. 

[0070] HoWever, conventional sWitched Ethernet is inca 
pable of this. As described above, conventional Ethernet 
sWitches forWard traf?c based solely on a forWarding table 
(established through auto learning) mapping destination 
address to output port. As a result, a conventional Ethernet 
sWitch Will not be able to differentiate betWeen data traf?c 
having the same destination address, although it may be 
associated With multiple different connections. 

[0071] According to the present invention, VLAN tags are 
used in a novel manner to enable differentiation of connec 
tions established across a carrier netWork and thereby to 
enable differential forWarding. Ethernet sWitches of carrier 
netWork 20 are VLAN-aware and use the combination of 
destination address and VLAN tag to forWard data traf?c. 
This may be achieved by each Ethernet sWitch storing 
separate forWarding tables for each VLAN tag con?gured, 
the VLAN tag acting as an mapping (or indexing) to the 
forWarding tables and each forWarding table mapping des 
tination address to output port as normal. Thus the group of 
forWarding tables provide a mapping from a combination of 
destination address and VLAN tag to output port. 

[0072] Thus, as shoWn in FIG. 6, on receiving an Ethernet 
frame (step 60), the sWitch ?rst selects a forWarding table 
based on the VLAN tag contained in the frame (step 62). 
Then, the sWitch selects an output port based on the desti 
nation address contained in the frame (step 64). Finally, the 
sWitch forWards the frame on the selected output port (step 
66). 
[0073] Note that this functionality is similar to that per 
formed by the prior art VLAN-aware bridges described 
above With reference to FIG. 1. HoWever, the use of VLAN 
tags to enable the establishment and differentiation of con 
nections across a carrier netWork is believed to be entirely 
novel and inventive. 

[0074] According to the present invention, VLAN tags 
and entries in forWarding tables corresponding to connec 
tions to be established across the carrier netWork are directly 
con?gured into the appropriate Ethernet sWitches using the 
connection setup process described above. Data traf?c is 
associated With a particular connection on entry into the 
carrier netWork (more speci?cally at the ingress PE-Core) by 
giving the frames a selected VLAN tag as Well as destination 
address (ie the MAC address of the egress PE-Core). Note 
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that encapsulation Will already have taken place and thus the 
raW Ethernet frames received from the customer Will not be 
altered in this process. 

[0075] FIGS. 7 and 8 shoW hoW the use of a combination 
of VLAN tag and destination address enables differentiation 
betWeen connections. FIG. 9 shoWs hoW lack of differen 
tiation in the combination of VLAN tag and destination 
address necessitates convergence betWeen connections. 
Each of FIGS. 7 to 9 shoW connections across a carrier 
netWork comprising 4 provider edge Ethernet sWitches 71, 
72, 73 and 74 (corresponding to PE1, PE2, PE3, PE4), 
further Ethernet sWitches in core 78 including core Ethernet 
sWitch 75, and communications links betWeen the core and 
edge sWitches (reference numerals omitted for clarity). 

[0076] In FIG. 7, connections 76 and 77 have both the 
same source address (edge Ethernet sWitch 71—PE1) and 
destination address (edge Ethernet sWitch 73—PE3). HoW 
ever, the routes that connections 76 and 77 traverse are 
different. 

[0077] In particular, it can be seen that at core Ethernet 
sWitch 75, connections 76 and 77 converge and then imme 
diately diverge. Despite the common destination address, 
core Ethernet sWitch 75 is able to differentiate frames 
belonging to connection 76 from frames belonging to con 
nection 77 (and to forWard them accordingly) on the basis of 
their different VLAN tags. Thus, data traffic in connection 
76 has the VLAN tag 2, for eXample, Whereas data traffic in 
connection 77 has the VLAN tag 1. 

[0078] In FIG. 8, connections 80 and 82 have both the 
same source address (edge Ethernet sWitch 71—PE1) and 
are given the same VLAN tag (in this case the VLAN tag is 
1), but have different destination addresses (connection 80 
has edge Ethernet sWitch 73—PE3 While connection 82 has 
edge Ethernet sWitch 74—PE4). Again, the routes that 
connections 80 and 82 traverse are different. In particular, it 
can be seen that at core Ethernet sWitch 75, connections 80 
and 82 converge and then folloW the same path before 
diverging toWards their destination points. Despite the com 
mon VLAN tags, core Ethernet sWitch 75 is able to differ 
entiate frames belonging to connection 76 from frames 
belonging to connection 77 (and to forWard them accord 
ingly) on the basis of their different destination addresses. 

[0079] From FIGS. 8 and 9 it can be seen that, differen 
tiation betWeen Ethernet frames belonging to different con 
nections is achieved according to the combination of desti 
nation address and VLAN tag. Adifference in either may be 
used to achieve differential forWarding required for connec 
tions. 

[0080] FIG. 9 shoWs hoW lack of differentiation in the 
combination of VLAN tag and destination address necessi 
tates convergence betWeen connections. In FIG. 9, connec 
tions 90 and 92 have the same destination address (edge 
Ethernet sWitch 73—PE3), and are given the same VLAN 
tag (in this case the VLAN tag is 1), but have different source 
address (connection 90 has edge Ethernet sWitch 71—PE1 
While connection 92 has edge Ethernet sWitch 72—PE2). 
Again, the routes that connections 90 and 92 traverse are 
different, but this is only because the data traffic is injected 
into the carrier netWork from different ingress points—ie 
edge Ethernet sWitches 71 and 72. Once the routes converge 
at core Ethernet sWitch 75, they stay converged until their 
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destination at edge Ethernet sWitch 73. This is because they 
have the same destination address and VLAN tag and there 
is no Way of differentiating them on the basis of the 
combination of destination address and VLAN tag. HoW 
ever, it should be noted that one (or both) of the data traffic 
?oWs may be re-routed by simply provisioning a neW 
connection With a different VLAN tag and then using that 
VLAN tag in the MAC header of the Ethernet frames at the 
ingress point. This re-routing of data ?oWs is hitless since 
the neW connection may be established contemporaneously 
With the old connection and neW Ethernet frames directed 
into the neW connection While earlier frames are still in 
transit over the old connection. Thus, re-routing may occur 
Without requiring any re-ordering of frames at the destina 
tion. 

[0081] So far, only the establishment of point-to-point (ie 
unicast) connections have been described. HoWever, accord 
ing to the present invention, point-to-multipoint or multi 
point-to-multipoint connections may also be established 
across Ethernet netWorks as Will noW be brie?y described. 
Conventional Ethernet sWitches are capable of multicast 
service. Typically this is achieved by con?guring the for 
Warding table With more than one output port (but not 
necessarily all output ports) for a given multicast destination 
address. According to the present invention, for relatively 
small scale multicast operation, a point-to-multipoint con 
nection may be con?gured as described above but using a 
combination of VLAN tag and multicast address mapping to 
more than one output port (but not necessarily all output 
ports) of selected Ethernet sWitches. HoWever, this approach 
is only suitable for relatively small scale multicast operation. 

[0082] According to the present invention, Where a carrier 
netWork Wishes to support a large number of point-to 
multipoint or multipoint-to-multipoint connections, Resil 
ient Packet Ring (RPR) are emulated over the Ethernet 
MAC addressed netWork using multiple unicast connections 
established as described above. The folloWing description is 
given in the context of a virtual private netWork (VPN) 
service, ie Where there is a limited community of interest 
for each data frame. TWo modes of operation are envisaged: 
a sparse mode for many customers With feW sites, and a 
dense mode for feW customers With many sites. The detailed 
mechanisms are described in one of the Applicants’ co 
pending US. patent application Ser. No. 10/698,833 (Nortel 
Networks Reference 15877RO) entitled Virtual Private Net 
Works Within A Packet Network Having A Mesh Topology 
Which document is incorporated herein by reference. The 
dense and sparse modes of operation Will noW be brie?y 
described With reference to FIGS. 10 and 11. 

[0083] FIG. 10 shoWs a sparse mode of broadcast opera 
tion for many customers With feW sites. FIG. 10 shoWs a 
part of carrier netWork 20 comprising a part of fully-meshed 
core netWork 100, PE-Core edge Ethernet sWitches 104a to 
d and PE-Edge edge Ethernet sWitches 102. Broadcast traf?c 
106a is received at PE-Core sWitch 104b from a customer 
site. Note that this traffic is broadcast Within the conteXt of 
a particular customer VPN, but is multicast Within the 
conteXt of the carrier netWork as a Whole. The traffic is 
encapsulated and placed onto an RPR emulated by 4 uni 
directional connections 108a to a'. The four connections are 
established as point-to-point connections as described 
above. The traffic is forWarded across each connection in 
turn until it reaches the start point again at PE-Core sWitch 
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104b. On receipt of an encapsulated frame, each endpoint of 
the four connections determines Whether to process the 
frame for distribution to the customer via PE-Edge edge 
Ethernet sWitches 102 to Which it is connected. This is done 
on the basis of broadcast destination addresses contained in 
the frames, and the VPN membership of customer sites 
attached to these Ethernet sWitches. Processing the frames 
involves decapsulating them and replicating them as 
required to one or more of PE-Edge edge Ethernet sWitches 
102. It can be seen that no bandWidth need be dedicated to 
broadcast traffic in the sparse mode of operation since the 
four point-to-point connections may be trunked—ie they 
may be used to carry non-broadcast data and other custom 
er’s data, Whether broadcast or not. 

[0084] FIG. 11 shoWs a dense mode of broadcast opera 
tion for feW customers With many sites. FIG. 11 shoWs a part 
of carrier netWork 20 comprising a part of fully-meshed core 
netWork 100, PE-Core edge Ethernet sWitches 104a to d and 
PE-Edge edge Ethernet sWitches 102 as With FIG. 10. 
Broadcast traf?c 110a is received at PE-Core sWitch 104b 
from a customer site. Note, as above, that this traffic is 
broadcast Within the context of a particular customer VPN, 
but is multicast Within the context of the carrier netWork as 
a Whole. The traf?c is encapsulated and forWarded over a 
uni-directional connection 110b to a core sWitch 116a. 
Uni-directional connection 110b may be trunked. At core 
sWitch 116a, the traffic is forWarded in over a bi-directional 
RPR 112 emulated by connections betWeen core sWitches 
116a to a' using a bidirectional connection betWeen each pair 
of adjacent nodes. The RPR is dedicated to a particular 
customer’s broadcast traf?c and is not trunked. This is 
achieved by using a unique VLAN tag for forWarding in the 
RPR. 

[0085] The traf?c is forWarded around RPR 112 to each of 
the core sWitches 116a to d in one direction or the other, 
Whichever is shortest for each respective core sWitch. Each 
core sWitch broadcasts the received frames over uni-direc 
tional connections 114a so that each of PE-Core sWitches 
104a to d receives the traf?c. Then, as With the sparse mode 
of broadcast operation described above, each PE-Core 
sWitch determines Whether to process the frame for distri 
bution to the customer via PE-Edge edge Ethernet sWitches 
102 to Which it is connected. This is done on the basis of 
broadcast destination addresses contained in the frames and 
involves decapsulating and replicating them as required to 
one or more of PE-Edge sWitches 102 for onWard transmis 
sion to the customer sites. 

[0086] It has been described above hoW connections may 
be established over a meshed Ethernet carrier netWork 
through con?guring forWarding tables in netWork nodes and 
hoW data may be forWarded over those connections. The 
reader Will appreciate that connections may be removed by 
deleting the con?guration data from every node over Which 
the connection Was established. It is important that all such 
con?guration data is removed to avoid netWork failure or 
inef?ciency. As described above, the default behaviour of 
Ethernet sWitches on receiving a frame addressed to an 
unknoWn destination (ie Where there is no forWarding state 
con?gured for that destination address) is to broadcast the 
frame out on all output ports. In simply—connected net 
Works this behaviour is appropriate. HoWever, With a 
meshed topology, this behaviour can be catastrophic. 
Through partial removal of connections (in particular Where 
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con?guration data is left at ingress points of a connection but 
deleted at points further along the connections toWards or 
including the egress point), it remains possible that Ethernet 
frames for the PE may enter the netWork but arrive at a point 
Where there is no con?guration data for forWarding them, 
resulting in undesirable broadcast behaviour. Furthermore, 
partial removal of connections may leave forWarding loops 
con?gured by accident. 

[0087] One solution to the problem of partial removal of 
connections is to alter the behaviour of the Ethernet sWitches 
forming the carrier netWork so that instead of broadcasting 
unknoWn traf?c, they discard packets and possibly issue an 
alarm, log or count the discarded packets. HoWever, altering 
the basic behaviour of Ethernet sWitches may require a 
hardWare modi?cation. While possible, this is not prefer 
able. HoWever, conventional Ethernet sWitches generally 
provide a softWare con?gurable function called rate limita 
tion. Preferably, at all or most sWitches of the carrier rate 
limitation is used to set a rate of Zero, or a loW rate if Zero 
is not possible, for broadcast traf?c including broadcast-on 
unknoWn traf?c. 

[0088] Where this is not possible, other pre-emptive 
approaches to minimising the problems of partial removal of 
connections may be used. One approach is to use block lists. 
Conventional Ethernet sWitches provide a block list (typi 
cally of limited length) Which may be used to specify certain 
destination MAC addresses such that received Ethernet 
frames addressed to these blocked address Will be discarded 
Without forWarding. By blocking, at all or most nodes of the 
netWork, the MAC addresses of many (but not all) MAC 
addresses of provider edge nodes it is possible to minimise 
the potential dangers of partial removal of connections 
Without over restricting the carrier’s ?exibility in establish 
ing connections across the netWork. Notably, it is necessary 
to block different MAC address at different nodes of the 
netWork. Typically, at a given node, the block list Will 
include only the MAC address for provider edge nodes to 
Which no connections are likely to be established through 
that node. This approach is not easily scaleable With large 
netWorks (the limited number of entries in block lists may be 
exhausted by large numbers of provider edge nodes). HoW 
ever, note that to prevent loops it is only necessary to block 
rogue frames at one node in any loop. Thus, it is possible to 
“spread” the blocked destination addresses more thinly 
across the netWork and still provide a degree of protection 
from loops thereby making more ef?cient use of the limited 
capacity of block lists. 

[0089] While it is the use of VLAN tags in the present 
invention that enables ?exibility in establishing connections 
across the netWork, the failure to remove VLAN state fully 
leaves the potential for looping of traf?c. In particular, the 
problem Will arise Where a logical loop is left con?gured for 
any single given VLAN tag—ie the output ports of nodes 
de?ning a physical loop are left con?gured With membership 
of any single VLAN. Thus, another pre-emptive approach to 
minimising the problems of partial removal of connections 
is to allocate connections to or from neighbouring or nearby 
provider edge nodes using mutually exclusive VLAN tag 
pools. Thus, for example all connections to or from provider 
edge node PE1 Will be guaranteed to have a different VLAN 
tag to those to or from neighbouring provider edge node 
PE2. In this Way, VLAN loops including both PE1 and PE2 
cannot accidentally be formed through the partial removal of 
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connections since by de?nition any state left con?gured in 
PE1 and PE2 will use different VLAN tags. This approach 
may be generalised by allocating connections to or from n 
adjacent provider edge nodes using n mutually exclusive 
VLAN tag pools. n is chosen to be suf?ciently large to 
segregate use of VLAN tag pools as much as possible while 
providing suf?cient ?exibility in connection establishment 
to or from any particular provider edge node (remembering 
that there are only 4094 possible VLAN tags). With smaller 
carrier networks it may be possible for each provider edge 
node to use a different VLAN tag pool. However, with larger 
carrier networks it will be necessary to re-use VLAN tag 
pools at topologically distant provider edge nodes otherwise 
?exibility in connection establishment will be compromised 
though VLAN tag pools being too small. 

[0090] It will be appreciated that combinations of the 
above approaches to minimising the problems of partial 
removal of connections may be employed. 

[0091] While embodiments have been described above 
with reference to the use of VLAN tags for enabling 
?exibility in establishing and differential forwarding of data 
traf?c associated with different connections, the reader will 
appreciate that other tags or identi?ers may be used. 

[0092] Also, while embodiments have been described 
above with reference Ethernet networks and Ethernet 
frames, to the reader will appreciate that the present inven 
tion applies in general to any frame-based, packet-based or 
cell-based switching network whether at OSI layer 2 or layer 
3 network. And to data structures including frames, packets 
and cells. In the following claims, the term frame-based 
network, or cognate terms, shall denote any such switching 
network and the term frame, or cognate terms, shall denote 
any such data structure. 

[0093] The reader will appreciate that the methods 
described above may be implemented in the form of hard 
ware or software operating on conventional data processing 
hardware. 

1. A method of establishing connections in a frame-based 
network, the method comprising the step of: 

con?guring, in one or more nodes of the network, ?rst 
mappings for use in forwarding data frames, the ?rst 
mappings being from a combination of: 

a) a ?rst destination address corresponding to a ?rst 
destination node of the network, and 

b) a ?rst identi?er, 

the ?rst mappings being to a selected output port of, or to 
respective selected output ports of each of, the one or 
more nodes, thereby establishing at least part of a ?rst 
connection through the one or more nodes to the ?rst 
destination node. 

2. A method according to claim 1 comprising the further 
step of: 

con?guring, in at least one of the nodes, a second mapping 
for use in forwarding data frames, the second mapping 
being from a combination of: 

a) a second destination address corresponding to a second 
destination node of the network, and 
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b) a second identi?er, 

the second mapping being to a selected output port of the 
at least one node, thereby establishing at least part of a 
second connection through the at least one node to the 
second destination node, 

the selected output ports of the at least one node being 
different for the ?rst and second mappings, thereby 
enabling, at the at least one node, 

differential forwarding of data frames associated with the 
?rst and second connections. 

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the ?rst and 
second destination addresses and the ?rst and second des 
tination nodes are the same. 

4. A method according to claim 2, wherein the ?rst and 
second identi?ers are the same. 

5. Amethod according to claim 2, wherein the at least one 
node associates data frames with one of the ?rst and second 
connections in dependence on a destination address and 
identi?er of the frame. 

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein the network is 
an Ethernet network and the one or more nodes are Ethernet 

switches. 
7. A method according to claim 6, wherein the identi?er 

is a VLAN tag. 
8. A method according to claim 1, wherein the con?gu 

ration is performed by a control plane of the network. 
9. A method according to claim 8, wherein the control 

plane is ASON/ASTN. 
10. A method according to claim 1, wherein the network 

is at least partially meshed. 
11. A frame-based communications network comprising 

one or more nodes arranged to perform the method of claim 
1. 

12. Software arranged to perform the method of claim 1. 
13. A connection controller for establishing connections 

in a frame-based network, the connection controller com 
prising: 

a signal generator capable of generating a ?rst signal for 
con?guring, in a transport node of the network, a ?rst 
mapping for use in forwarding data frames, the ?rst 
mapping being from a combination of: 

a) a ?rst destination address corresponding to a ?rst 
destination node of the network, and 

b) a ?rst identi?er, 

the ?rst mapping being to a selected output port of the 
transport node, the ?rst signal thereby establishing at 
least part of a ?rst connection through the transport 
node to the ?rst destination node. 

14. A connection controller according to claim 13, 
wherein the signal generator is capable of generating a 
second signal for con?guring, in the transport node of the 
network, a second mapping for use in forwarding data 
frames, the second mapping being from a combination of: 

a) a second destination address corresponding to a second 
destination node of the network, and 

b) a second identi?er, 

the second mapping being to a selected output port of the 
transport node, the second signal thereby establishing 
at least part of a second connection through the trans 
port node to the second destination node, 




